May 12, 1955

Dear Dr. Sabin:

I am writing this letter to ask if you'll loan us your lecturing talents during the coming Annual Session in Atlantic City. As you no doubt know, the Audio-Digest Foundation furnishes our physician-subscribers five different tape-recorded services: a weekly, hour-long review of the current literature for those doing general practice and separate bi-weekly reviews for those practicing Surgery, Internal Medicine, Pediatrics, and Obstetrics-Gynecology.

As part of each of these tape-recorded digests, a popular feature is the inclusion of short, practice-useful lectures by some of the leading men in the medical profession. What I'm requesting of you is this: Taking advantage of our geographical union in Atlantic City, I'd appreciate having a few moments of your time while the convention is going on so that you might record just such a lecture for future use in one of our digests. The choice of subject matter I would leave up to you, the only restrictions being that the lecture be no longer than 15 minutes, and that it be useable without accompanying illustrations.

We will have a special studio set up and conveniently located in Convention Hall. If we may plan on a recording visit from you during the meeting, will you please fill out the enclosed postcard and return it to me at once so that our schedule may be completed? I'll appreciate any help you can give us.

Cordially yours,

Edward C. Rosenow, Jr., M.D.
Editor-in-Chief

"A Better Informed Physician is a Better Physician"